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Introduction.
Niche marketing is one of the best ways to make money online. People are passionate about
reading all they can about the topics that interest them-- particularly if they find a well-done
site dedicated to the topic.
People also tend to buy things that help them, entertain them, or teach them. You can combine
their passion for soaking up information and their tendency to spend money to profit from your
own site.

What Are Mini Authority Niche Sites?
Authority sites are really the way to go these days. People want to learn about things and get
product recommendations from people who know what they are talking about. Those little
niche review sites that were so popular years ago can still work-- but they can’t touch this style
of site.
People expect some relationship building before they hand over their hard-earned cash. They
want to get to know you as the site owner and product recommender. They are on to the
‘scammy’ product recommendation techniques of days past and they want something more.
That’s exactly what you’re going to give them.
There are huge authority sites out there that are really popular-- those sites earn well, but they
are also a bear to maintain. Their owners have to hire people to work on them constantly or
marry themselves to the site day and night.
You’re going to have the best of both worlds. It’s going to be small and manageable so that it
doesn’t take over your life. But it’s also going to contain the elements popular authority sites
have so you can really stand out in the niche-- earning search engine traffic and a loyal
readership.
Your site is going to:
➢ Focus on a specific subniche
➢ Be personal
➢ Be honest
➢ Build a high converting list
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➢ Convert highly with product recommendations
➢ Feature three different types of content search engines and readers will love
➢ Feature the latest information and news
This will all make sense as you read through the site strategy, so just keep these things in mind
as you read on.

Mini authority niche sites are so profitable because they give people what they need before
they make a buying decision. It’s one thing to see an ad or a canned review on someone’s site.
Those things can convert...but usually not very well.
It’s much better for people to feel like they know the site author. It’s better for people to feel
like they can trust the person giving them the product recommendation.
People tend to buy more from those they like and trust. They have long ago caught on to
scammy ads on the web and they aren’t going to stand for it anymore. People are also very in
tune with the fact that they should research the things they buy before they buy them. They
want someone...someone like you...to give them the real ‘scoop.’ They want real information
from someone they can relate to.
You’ll be using a lot of the elements of copywriting to make great sales from your website.
You’ll build a relationship through your list and through the content on your website. This
method might be different than any you’ve used before, but you’ll find it to be a lot more
profitable.

Choosing Your Niche.
There are some important things to think about when it comes to choosing a niche. Consider
these criteria:
➢ People should actively seek information about the niche
➢ People should be used to spending money in the niche
➢ There should be authority sites already up in the niche
➢ There should be mini review sites already up in the niche
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➢ It should be something you are interested in running a site about

People Should Actively Seek Information About the
Niche
You won’t do very well if no one is searching for terms related to your niche. You also want
your site visitors to visit time and time again. There should be plenty of opportunity to write
new articles and target new products.
At the same time, you don’t want the niche to be so broad that it will be hard for you break
through and stand out in the niche.
Here is an example of this concept:
“Gardening” would be a niche that is too broad. There are certainly authority sites on that
topic, but it’s not something you’ll target for a mini authority site.
“Organic container gardening” would be a niche that is just right for a mini authority site. There
is a lot you can write about it but it’s also very specific. People actively seek information about
this topic and buy products on the topic. It’s something they keep up with regularly as a useful
hobby.

People Should Be Used to Spending Money in the Niche
It doesn’t matter how devoted your following is if they aren’t spending a dime. It’s great to
have an active readership, but you want an active readership that is constantly buying products
related to the topic at hand. This will allow you to review products on your site, make money
through emails to the list you’ll build, and even create and sell your own products.
Take a look at sites that are already out there. What are they advertising? What are they
reviewing? Do you think they are making money? Are there products on Amazon you can
promote? If you type related words into Google, do Adwords ads appear? These are all good
indicators that there is money to be made in the niche.

Authority Sites Already Up in the Niche
Your job is to follow the money. If there are zero authority sites, others have likely already
determined that the readership and interest isn’t there. It’s not worth your time if there aren’t
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other, healthy, sites already in the space.

Mini Review Sites Already Up in the Niche
There Small fish follow the big fish! Search Google to find mini niche review sites. If there are,
that means others have determined that there is money to be made. You’re going to do even
better than these little guys...but it really does help to make sure they exist in the first place.
They’ve already done the research that says it’s a good niche to target.

It Should Be Something You Are Interested in Running a
Site About
There is a lot of debate in marketing about whether you should target a niche you’re personally
passionate about or if you should just follow the money. I personally think you can have the
best of both worlds. You’re going to get pretty bored pretty fast if you have no interest at all in
what you’re writing about. Find a niche you like and your passion will shine through, netting
you more sales.

Studying The Competition.
Next, it’s time to study the competition. You’ve already done this to a certain extent when you
set out to determine profitability. But, now it’s time to do so in an organized way now that
you’re totally focused on your niche.
I want you to Google your niche using blogs.google.com. Find the top five blogs in the niche
(this is not a science...just choose the ones you feel are popular based on comments left,
updated posts, etc.).
Note:
➢ The type of content
➢ The feeling you get from the site author (who they are as a person, their level of
knowledge, etc.)
➢ The ads they have on the site
➢ How many comments they tend to get per post, and from whom
➢ Anything else that stands out to you about the blog
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You can also Google your niche for sites that aren’t blogs. The only important thing is that you
find the most relevant, active, and popular blogs to takes notes on.
This is so you can get a feel for what works and what doesn’t work. Studying sites that have
come before you is one of the best ways to jumpstart your own site to success.

Setting Up Your Site.
You’ve done the preliminary research, now it’s time to really get things going! This section is
going to cover the technical aspects of getting your site up. For some of the steps, I’ll refer you
to YouTube since this is more about the finer points of setting a mini authority site up vs. the
nitty gritty details of pointing a domain name to a server, etc.

Choose Your Domain Name
The first technical step is choosing your domain name. Don’t stress too much about this. Many
people choose an ‘exact match’ domain name, which basically means choosing a keyword you
want to target in your niche and registering a domain name with that keyword. For these sites,
it’s more important to choose a name that is on topic and catchy enough that it will attract long
term readers. Go with your gut on this one.
I prefer Namecheap for domain names-- they have excellent help documents if you get stuck
along the way.

Set WordPress Up
Next, you should point your domain name to your hosting and install WordPress. You can easily
do this using Fantastico in your cPanel. If any of this is confusing, you can find great screenshot
Tutorials on YouTube.

Plugins, Themes, and More
I suggest you choose a theme from the WordPress theme gallery that suits your site’s niche.
This is not a make-or-break decision-- you can easily choose a different theme or purchase one
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later you think might suit you better. Socrates is a great paid theme for these mini authority
niche sites.
As for plugins, I suggest you browse through the most common ones to see what might suit
your site best. You may want to use a paid Amazon plugin or something like that if it suits your
site. At minimum, I suggest you install the All in One SEO plugin. For now the plugins aren’t the
most important thing-- getting content up and establishing yourself in your niche is the most
important.

Introducing Yourself To The Niche.
Right now, you just have the framework of your site ready, but it’s never too early to become
known in your niche. Networking is one of the ways you’re going to turn your site into a near
instant success.
You’ll use the following to become known in your niche:
➢ Forums
➢ Social Media
➢ Blog Commenting

Forums
Forums are a great way to become known as an authority. The most passionate people in your
niche hang out on these forums. Many forums allow you to put a link to your website in your
signature line. At the very least, they allow you to do so in your profile.
Use Google’s discussion search or big-boards.com to find relevant forums. You want to find
active forums where they have lively discussions.
Register, either with your own name or your brand (the name of your website). Read through
popular threads and check out the profiles and posts of the most popular members to get a feel
for the culture of the site.
Remember-- you’re not just here to drive traffic to your website. You’re here to interact,
develop relationships, and become known in your niche. Start to post and interact-- the seeds
you plant now will do well for you as you really get your site up and running.
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Social Media
Social media is another way to become known in your niche. You can use sites like Facebook,
Twitter, and Pinterest to develop relationships, share information as an authority, and even
promote your site.
For now, join the sites under your brand (related to your domain name-- consistency is key so
people easily recognize your social sites as belonging to you. You’re going to get a lot of traffic
and authority based on name recognition.
Find and follow others in your niche, including other authorities and readers. Share things they
post, answer questions they ask of their readers, and start to post great information yourself.
Building a social media following is a slow and steady thing, but the relationships can really pay
off in terms of traffic, relationships, and sales.

Blog Commenting
Blog commenting is another great way to boost your authority and start to get recognition and
traffic right away. Find those authority blogs you found earlier on. Start to interact on them via
the blog comments. You’ll be able to post your website along with your comment. If you leave
great, relevant answers and really take care to be part of the blog community you’ll start to get
traffic and build name recognition.
Pay attention to how other bloggers do the same thing-- it’s not about spamming, it’s about
interacting. The relationships you build with the readers of popular blogs as well as the bloggers
themselves can really pay off.
Do A Little Every Day.
The bulk of your work will take place on your own site. But, I suggest you take between 15-60
minutes each day to interact with others off-site. Your name recognition, authority, and traffic
will build over time as a result. Every time you interact on forums, social media, and other
blogs, you’re planting a seed that can grow into great traffic for you.

Planning Your Content.
Believe it or not, the content is the most important part. This is what is going to get you ranking
in the search engines. It’s also what is going to thrill your readers, help your readers, get them
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on your side, and help you earn money. There are three different kinds of content I recommend
you include on your site.
I have to warn you - the number of half finished, abandoned blogs on the web is staggering. I
don’t want that to happen to your blog. That’s why I’m going to have you write and stock up 30
posts for your blog. This will give you enough time to get things up and running long enough to
get readers and sales... before you lose steam.
Read through my tips on content below, then schedule yourself to write these 30 posts like
crazy. You’ll schedule them to post over the next couple of months on your blog. Then, you can
attend to traffic building, authority building, and monetization.

Using Elements of Copywriting
It’s important to understand the most basic elements of copywriting as you start to write your
content. It’s not that you’re going to cover your blog with sales letters-- but you are going to
use the psychology behind writing copy.
The most important point is that your content should always be about your reader. You need to
understand them well enough to connect to them. What do they want? Why are they reading
your blog? What drives them?
If you know these things, you’ll be able to structure your content in a way that really connects
with your readers.
Another important element of copywriting is storytelling. People want to connect with others
who have been through the same things they’ve been through. Use part of your own story and
passions in your writing and it will really come through in a sincere way.
It’s also important to concentrate on benefits. If you’re reviewing a product or revealing a
certain solution, focus on the benefits of that product or solution. For instance, a pimple cream
might heal acne as a feature...but the benefit is so much more. It’s self-esteem, it’s dating, it’s
the confidence to do whatever one wants to do. That is what you’ll hit on.
Sell the sizzle, not the steak.
(For a in depth guide on copywriting – probably the one most important skill of all internet
marketers – I recommend Copywriting Influence)
These basic elements will carry you well as you start to write your content. Next, let’s get into
what those different content pieces of content will consist of. Note that the three types of
content below are not the only types of content you’ll write...but they will get you started.
Remember that I recommend you start out with 30 solid posts, so you can do 5 of these
different post styles, each.
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Content Type 1 - Relationship Building
The first type of content is relationship building. One of your biggest goals is that others get to
know you as a person so they will respect you as a blogger...and go on to buy products you
produce or recommend.
This means focusing on topics that you can really help people with. Target their biggest
passions or problems and write well thought out posts that help them, with nothing expected in
return.
Here are some ways to generate ideas for this style of post:
➢ Find the ‘hot topics’ on forums-- these signal topics people are most interested in talking
about or learning more about
➢ Find the table of contents of popular books related to your niche-- these topics matter
to people
➢ Brainstorm topics that come from your heart-- that you feel you can do a good job of
being passionate about
➢ Tell your own stories related to topics in the niche
These posts should be focused on revealing your thoughts, research, information, and stories
related to topics that matter. There is no ‘right’ way to write these posts-- the only important
thing is that you write in a way that connects with people. Try to make these posts between
400-800 words.

Content Type 2 - ‘Of The Moment’ Posts
You won’t be viewed as an authority if you don’t have your finger on the pulse of what is going
on in the niche. You need to subscribe to related keywords in your niche via alerts.google.com.
That way, you’ll know the moment something happens. People will come to value your opinion
on everything that happens.

There are some niches that are more evergreen and don’t have as much in the way of ‘new’
things going on. That’s okay-- subscribe to those news alerts anyway. There are bound to be
people in your niche who post things that will be of interest to your readers.
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You can write response posts or posts on similar topics. Link out to other blogs and you’ll build
up your own authority more quickly. Google likes when you link out and other bloggers
appreciate being linked to-- they might naturally return the favor.

Content Type 3 - Product Review Posts
You want to make money from your blog. You have posted relationship building, informational
posts. Now, it’s time to review certain products people in your niche will be interested in.
Browse Amazon, ClickBank, Commission Junction, ShareASale, and others to find relevant
products. Take a look at what is popular-- what people are searching for.
You don’t have to have used the products you plan to review. You should gather information
from the manufacturer, reviewers who’ve bought the product, and the general buzz around the
web. It’s easiest to do this with Amazon products because everything you need is on one page.
Consider yourself to be a reporter-- you’ll report on the good and the bad.
This is really where you’ll want to use the elements of copywriting. Draw people in with points
of emotion. Paint a picture of how their life will be different when they have access to this
product. Lead them to the conclusion that this product is the one for them-- and include a call
to action.
You can also compare and contrast similar products, synthesizing information that will help
people make a decision. You’ll attract more readers if you focus on what will help them. They’ll
come to trust all of your reviews.
We’ll talk more about monetization later, but these posts are really where you’ll get the best
use out of your affiliate links since the product posts will be so targeted.

Your Posting Schedule
I mentioned earlier on that I recommend you write 30 posts over the next week or so. Some of
the posts will be longer and more involved than others. The important thing is that you get
them done, no matter what. You don’t want to have one of those sites that sits forever with
one or two posts on it. Get these posts written and you’ll make the best use of the passion and
drive you feel right now for getting this done.
WordPress is great because it lets you schedule your posts ahead of time. Load each of your
posts and schedule them to post every 2-3 days or so. That will get you through the next 2
months. You can always write additional posts if you think of something-- especially when it
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comes to breaking news or posts that need to get out there right away. Consider these preloaded posts your insurance.

Building Your List.
If you do nothing else, make sure you focus on building a list. You’ll be able to write to this list
whenever you write a new blog post, have relationship building information you want to share,
have a product you’ve created, or have a product you want to promote as an affiliate.
Your emails will keep you at the front of people’s minds. They won’t always think to visit your
mini niche authority site, but they will read your emails. By getting the emails of your visitors,
you can make money from them again and again, even if they never visit your site again.
This is part of what will set your site apart from other mini niche sites out there-- so many
people leave a lot of money on the table by going so narrow that list building isn’t possible or
by ignoring list building even if they do have a good niche for it.
There are a few key points about list building.

1. Use a Reliable Autoresponder
Autoresponders are cheap and easy these days. Aweber and GetResponse are two good
options-- choose one of these and familiarize yourself with it. Both have fantastic user tutorials,
and great support.
No matter how tempting it seems, do NOT use a free autoresponder – you will regret it.

2. Give a Good Reason to Opt In
People are not going to opt in to your site just because they feel like it or because they want to
be nice. People are very protective of their email address, and do not give it to strangers
without good reason.
So, you have to make it worth their while.
Make sure the freebie you give to potential subscribers is of real value. Something that they
would be happy to pay for, and that will genuinely help them solve whatever problem it is they
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have. It can be a report or ebook, a set of videos, some software – it all depends on the niche
and the problem you are trying to help your readers with.
You can create this yourself (it’s not as hard as you think. For really good video training on how
to quickly create info products, see Product Creation 101). Or you can outsource it. You can
even use Private Label Rights (PLR) content - just make sure it is good quality.

3. Follow Up Emails
Follow up emails go out on autopilot, through your autoresponder. Person A signs up for your
list on Monday and gets message 1. Person B signs up for your list on Friday and also gets
message 1. These emails are evergreen.
Write 5-7 emails (they are also called follow up emails) in this fashion. The first one should be a
welcome email, and a link to your free gift (see point 4 below). The others can be a mixture of
great content, information and stories about yourself, subtle product plugs, links to your best
blog posts, and more.
Remember that these shouldn’t point to breaking news since they will be working for your long
after that news isn’t news anymore. Keep it evergreen and relevant for whenever someone
signs up.

4. Broadcast Emails
Broadcast emails go out to everyone at the same time, no matter when they signed up. You can
inform people of new blog posts and send out new product recommendations. You can send
out emails for a product launch.
These aren’t really something you plan far in advance - you send them as you get a whim to or
as it makes sense to.
Remember, the best way to connect with your subscribers is to be authentic - so be yourself!
Don’t try to copy someone else’s style, your readers will see through it and simply stop reading
your emails.
Exactly how you do this is beyond the scope of this report, but if you want to learn how to really
connect with your subscribers, this video course is a great starting point.
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Getting Traffic.
We’ve talked a bit about driving traffic already. You’ll drive traffic with your interaction on
other sites in your niche and social media. You’ll also rely on Google for quite a bit of your
traffic. Believe it or not, I’m not going to recommend a complicated traffic generation strategy.
I’m also not going to recommend you focus too heavily on SEO. Write frequently on relevant
topics on your niche and you’ll rank well. Interact with others in your niche (where your link will
naturally be interspersed) and you’ll rank well.
Here is a list of strategies you can add to your schedule-- some we’ve talked about and others
we haven’t.
➢ Blog commenting-- comment on others’ blogs, be interesting and relevant, and others
will follow your link to see what you have to say on your own blog.
➢ Twitter-- Find and follow readers and leaders in your niche. Retweet what they say,
tweet interesting things, link to your blog posts. Be interesting and others will want to
learn more about you and your blog.
➢ Facebook-- Create a page related to your blog. Share relevant posts, comment as your
page on relevant pages, link to other social media sites (and from those, to Facebook),
and just generally interact with others in your niche on Facebook.
➢ Guest posts on blogs-- Strike up deals where you write posts other bloggers will put on
their blog-- they will link to your blog in return. Develop good relationships with these
other bloggers and it will be a lot easier for you to be seen as an authority and get
traffic.
➢ Article marketing-- Write articles others can syndicate on their own blogs and to their
email lists. Include your author’s resource box so their readers can visit you.
➢ List building-- Focus on building your list in any way you can. That way, you won’t have
to rely on anyone or anything else for your traffic-- you’ll be able to drive traffic to your
blog and to your offers whenever you want.
➢ Creating your own products-- Create products related to your niche and sell them on
Kindle, Clickbank, and other digital marketplaces. These can act as a business card and
authority maker, leading others to seek you out. This can get you traffic to your blog and
recognition in your niche.
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➢ Linking to others-- Link to others and be generous in what you share from them and
about them. This will net you goodwill and they just might return the favor. It’s about
getting known in your niche and rubbing elbows with those who are already where you
want to be.

For the full rundown on 10 free traffic methods, click here

Conclusion.
I hope this short guide has whetted your appetite and shown you the potential of having your
own niche sites. If you do it properly, and incorporate list building into everything you do, you
will be able to make good money through your own authority niche sites.
I tried to cover as much as I could in this short report. But if you would like to learn more, for
the ultimate guide to finding your niche and dominating it, click the button below…
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